
VISWABHARATI – GUDIVADA 

WOKSHEET- 6 

Subject: English          Time:1.30 Hrs 

Class : X                           Marks: 40 

Note: Answer all the questions of Section – B (Grammar & Vocabulary) in the same order at one place  

           in your answer book. 

16. Combine the following sentences using “which”.      12 = 2 

 The “Mahaprasthanam” is a popular book. It was written by Sri Sri. 

17. Change the following sentence into passive voice.      12 = 2 

  Lakshmana Sastry summoned the teacher. 

18.  Combine the following sentences using “Since”      12 = 2 

 They knew that their father was coming home to bless them. All the members were at home. 

19. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions given in the brackets.   21 = 2 

 a) ___________________ (In spite of / In the place of / For the sake of) his poverty, he completed  

     his Ph.D in English. 

 b) They may feel jealous ____________________ your success. (of / in /  with)            

20. Fill in the blanks with suitable form of the verb given in the brackets.   21 = 2 

a) They went to a movie after they ____________________ (finished) dinner. 

b) It is late. It’s time you _____________________ (go) to bed. 

21. Your friend is not serious about his future. Advise him to think seriously about it.  

          12 = 2 

22. Change the following sentence into a polite request.     12 = 2 

 Man to passerby : Which bus goes to Vijayawada? 

23. What do the following sentences mean? Choose the correct answer and write it in your answer 

book .            21 = 2 

 A) Hist ! Listen  

  A) Expressing annoyance  B) Attracting attention 

  C) Expressing surprise   D) Expressing hesitation 

 B) Shall I carry the luggage for you? 

   A) Asking a question   B) Making a request  

  C) Seeking permission  D) Offering help 

24. Read the paragraph and write the synonyms of the underlined words choosing from the words 

given in the box.          41 = 4 

 

   

The challenges (a) in our lives are there to strength our convictions (b). They are not there to run us 

over said Nick. In 1990 Nick won (c) the Australian young citizen of the year award for his bravery 

(d) and perseverance. 

 

 

 

 

 

difficulties,    beliefs,    courage,    got,    dominate,    person 



25. Read the paragraph and match the words under ‘A’ with their antonyms under ‘B’ write your 

answers and their corresponding numbers in your answer book.   41 = 4 

 Mrs. Slater: I thought I’d fetch (a) this down as well. Our clock’s worth (b) nothing and this 

     always (c) appealed (d) to me. 

      A         B 

a) fetch  [ ] 1) never 

b) worth  [ ] 2) crooked 

c) always   [ ] 3) let go 

d) appealed   [ ] 4) pleasing 

      5) worthless 

      6) retracted 

 
26. Fill in the blanks with the right form of the words given in brackets.    41 = 4 

 One important fall out of this ______________________ (a) (friendship / friend / friendliness) 

was the establishment of Chitrabani a ____________________ (b) (communicative / communication 

/ communicate) and film institute, the first of its ______________________ (c) (kindness / kindly / 

kind) in West Bengal, which Roberge ____________________(d) (find / found / founded) in 1970. 

27. Complete the following spelling of the words choosing “ ea,  ia,  io,  ou”.  21 = 2 

  She will come fast  (a) en ___ ___gh. You don’t seem to (b) r ___ ___ lise. 

28. Complete the words with correct suffixes in the brackets:    21 = 2 

 My austere father used to avoid all (a) inessen _______________ (cial / tial) comforts and  

     luxuries. However, all necessities were provided for, in terms of food (b) medi ____________ 

    (sine / cine) or clothes. 

29. Find the wrongly spelt word and write correct spelling.     21 = 2 

 a) distinguished, ansestral, handsome, children Ans:___________________ 

     b) furniture, jewellary, receipt,  over due  Ans:___________________ 

30. Read the following dictionary entry of the word  given below. 

 Tom – fool – ery / tom’fu : l   ri : /NAmE – Noun [U] (old-fashioned) silly behaviour   SYN 

    foolishness. 

Now answer the following questions using the information above    21 = 2 

a) What is the meaning of tomfoolery? 

b) Write the synonym of tomfoolery? 

31. Arrange the following words under correct headings:     8 ¼ = 2 

 

 

  Singular Nouns  Plural Nouns 

  _______________  _______________ 

  _______________  _______________ 

  _______________  _______________ 

  _______________  _______________ 

 

 

 

Syllabus,  bases,  crisis,  datum,  erratum,  media,  fungi,  feet 



32. Match the following one word substitutes with their meanings:    4 ½ = 2 

  Part – A                 Part – B 

1) Fatalist    [ ] A) a sentence whose meaning is unclear 

2) Ambiguous   [ ] B) using more words than needed 

3) Manuscript   [ ] C) a person who believes in fate 

4) Theist    [ ] D) a hand written document 

       E) a person who brings out books 

       F) one who believes in God. 

 

 

 

  

 


